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Chilkat.NET Email Component is a commercial programming tool that supports basic functionality regarding e-mail operations. It is made
to be integrated in ASP.NET, VB.NET, C#, and other similar applications. The program helps with receiving, storing, sending, copying and

deleting e-mail messages. The application is available in two different versions, the Standard and the Professional, with the latter one
focusing on additional features. Among the many important features packed inside Chilkat.NET Email Component are the following:

Ability to perform actions on incoming messages (incoming-forwarding, receiving, or moving to trash), exporting e-mails in EML or XML
format. Simultaneous use of multiple mail servers for sending and receiving e-mails. The ability to verify the connection and credentials of
the mail server used. The ability to verify the existence of the e-mail address inside the destination mailbox and the security of the mailbox.
Encrypted e-mails using SSL, TLS, PGP, and S/MIME encryption. Ability to send e-mails with multipart bodies. The ability to compose and
send multiple e-mails. Using DSN for connecting to the Exchange server. The ability to send e-mails in plain-text or HTML format. Support

for setting character encoding in outgoing e-mails and the ability to compose e-mails in different character encodings. Ability to send and
receive encoded messages. Support for authentication and verification of messages and connections. Ability to copy and delete e-mails from
the mail server. The ability to find the top level administrator of a mailbox. The ability to search the contents of e-mails. Other features of

Chilkat.NET Email Component are: Compatible with the SMTP and POP3 protocols. The ability to control port forwarding and virtual
mailboxes. Composing and sending e-mails with embedded images. The ability to view e-mails stored on the mail server. The ability to

compose and send e-mails with different character encodings. The ability to validate the integrity of the mail server and connection. The
ability to find and manage incoming e-mails. The ability to search through mailboxes. The ability to export e-mails to different formats,

including EML, XML, Plain-text, HTML, PDF and TIFF. Support for all character encodings. Support
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This is a configuration setting for the use of your own password formula. By default, the PASSWORD, but you can specify any valid
PASSWORD formula. In order to use this, you must have a driver created that uses PASSWORD or a Chilkat component that uses KEYID
and PASSWORD. KEYID Description: If this key is specified, it defines a unique identifier for this public key. PASSWORD Description:

The passphrase, which is a set of characters. C# VB C++ MailMessage^ myMessage = gcnew MailMessage("recipient@domain.com",
"from@domain.com", "Subject", "Body"); myMessage->From->Key = "EOM"; myMessage->Subject = "Subject"; myMessage->Body =
"Body"; mailServer->Send(myMessage); A: Bouncycastle is a pretty strong crypto library and you can even get free end-to-end encrypted
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Chilkat.NET Email Component is a.NET component that can be used to read, compose, send and receive email. The component is
compatible with the SMTP and POP3 protocols, including SSL encryption. Features include the ability to handle port forwarding, encrypted
messages, as well as exporting and importing e-mails. The support for secure authentication and the verification of connections and
credentials are some of the strong points of Chilkat.NET Email Component. ... Handy.NET Email Management Solution Handy is a free
tool which makes it possible to add email functionality to various software. This utility has been made to integrate various protocols and the
most common one of all is SMTP, which means it can be utilized to send messages via the internet using standard email servers. Handy.NET
Email Management Solution is made in C# and is an useful addition to the components made by the developer. The component works
perfectly with both the.NET framework and ASP.NET, so it can be integrated into any form of applications you might want to create.
Among the different operations which the component can handle are the secure connection and authentication of e-mails, the feature
of "sending messages", forwarding ports and servers, as well as the possibilities of handling incoming and stored e-mails. Compatible with
all of the most popular protocols for sending and receiving messages, e-mails sent with this component can be sent in either EML or XML
format and the content of these messages can be based on HTML or plain-text, but the possibility of attaching images or links is also
included. Handy.NET Email Management Solution is compatible with all of the main Internet protocols, such as POP3 and SMTP. This
component also includes an option to forward ports and servers, which is done by simply following a few steps. Sending and receiving e-
mails is also made possible and all the settings can be changed in this feature. The option of creating a code generator in C# and VB.NET is
also offered. In this case, you do not need to actually write the code yourself, but rather you need to simply choose the options and configure
your program to your needs. You can generate a simple app or a very sophisticated application. Description: Handy is a free tool which
makes it possible to add email functionality to various software. This utility has been made to integrate various protocols and the most
common one of all is SMTP, which means it can be utilized to send messages via the

What's New In?

Publisher: Chilkat Software Inc. Last updated: 2011-01-10 Release date: 2006-07-10 Chilkat.NET Email Component Platform: .NET
Chilkat.NET Email Component API Version: 1.4.0 Chilkat.NET Email Component File size: 1.39 MB License: GNU General Public
License (GPL) Tags: email component asp.net vb c# Chilkat.NET Email Component - Pros & Cons Chilkat.NET Email Component Pros -
Simple to use - Supports SMTP and POP3 - Manages e-mail servers well - Supports full authentication - Strong encryption - Message
attachments - Multipart e-mails - HTML, TEXT, HTML + TEXT messages - Full support of character encodings - Efficient Cons -
Requires.NET Framework 2.0 or later Chilkat.NET Email Component There are various components with similar features available on the
market, and this may be just as confusing as it is daunting. Chilkat.NET Email Component is a Microsoft-based library with a very simple
programming interface, but it does not always mean that it will work perfectly with every operating system, hardware, and API, so if you
want to find out if it is compatible with your needs, you should always perform a proper tests. Chilkat.NET Email Component You may
have heard about the famous.NET framework and you may have tried.NET programming to develop desktop applications. Chilkat.NET
Email Component is a component that offers email management features to.NET applications. You can create multiple windows with
different windows for different messages, and you can create a Windows Forms or WPF (Windows Presentation Foundation) for that
purpose. The program can compose, send and receive email messages via POP3 and SMTP servers. It is fully customizable, and you have
the ability to add your own components to the application. Chilkat.NET Email Component Chilkat.NET Email Component can be
downloaded for free. Chilkat.NET Email Component is a powerful and robust component that does a great job in supporting you to manage
and send email messages. Chilkat.NET Email Component also comes with a number of features and enhancements that make the program a
quite powerful tool, which may be combined with other.NET components to make a more solid application. Some of these features include:
- Support for multiple accounts - Message attachments - Multipart e-mails - Strong encryption - HTML, TEXT, HTML + TEXT messages -
Complete message editor with advanced
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System Requirements For Chilkat .NET Email Component:

Game client: PC Windows 8/7/Vista (32bit/64bit), Mac OS 10.7 or above Computer Specifications: OS: Windows 8.1 (64bit) or above
RAM: 6 GB Processor: Intel Core i5-2400 or higher Hard Drive: 50 GB Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 550 series, AMD HD 7950 or
higher Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card Network: Broadband Internet connection Additional Requirements: 1) Latest Game
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